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Abstract. Neurosymbolic background knowledge and the expressivity
required of its logic can break Machine Learning assumptions about data
Independence and Identical Distribution. In this position paper we pro-
pose to analyze IID relaxation in a hierarchy of logics that fit different
use case requirements. We discuss the benefits of exploiting known data
dependencies and distribution constraints for Neurosymbolic use cases
and argue that the expressivity required for this knowledge has implica-
tions for the design of underlying ML routines. This opens a new research
agenda with general questions about Neurosymbolic background knowl-
edge and the expressivity required of its logic.
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1 Introduction

The relevance of Neurosymbolic (NeSy) methods [4,18,29] is apparent
from the shortcomings of systems unable to combine learning with rea-
soning [28,41], but fragmentation of the field remains an issue [32]. While
important steps have been made by the categorization of common NeSy
design patterns [3,31] a comparison of NeSy systems in terms of the logics
they deploy is not available yet. This suggests the need for more formal
approaches to compare and categorize NeSy formalisms by their use case
requirements, for example, by the correspondence between required logi-
cal expressivity and assumptions about the Machine Learning (ML) data.

The breakdown of assumptions about Independent and Identically
Distributed (IID) ML data in some sense characterize Neurosymbolic use
cases, because: (1) symbolic axioms break IID when they relate obser-
vations or quantify out-of-distribution, and conversely: (2) background
knowledge about IID failures is in turn expressed as symbolic axioms.
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Comparisons on the logic side can be made by expressivity, i.e., the
ability of a logic to separate classes of semantical structures on which
its language is interpreted. Think of different flavours of OWL languages
for Semantic Web [22] and how their underlying Description Logics [23,2]
and Modal Logics [6] correspond to classes of structures fit for different
use cases. These logics and their computational complexity classes can be
studied in a hierarchy of First-Order Logic (FOL) fragments [34].

In this position paper we propose an analogous approach to fit cus-
tomized logical languages to the requirements of NeSy use cases by an-
alyzing IID relaxation in a hierarchy of logics. We seek to bridge the
symbolic and sub-symbolic by observing how logical languages for NeSy
knowledge representation and reasoning correspond to fundamental as-
sumptions about ML data. This in turn opens a research agenda on im-
plications of IID relaxation for the design of sample-dependency aware
NeSy loss functions. Moreover, a hierarchy of IID relaxations may also
shed light on other related issues like an expressivity vs. scalability trade-
offs in NeSy applications.

2 Motivation

Statistically Independent and Identically Distributed (IID) data [9] is a
central assumption in ML [5] with fundamental consequences like max-
imum likelihood summing over independent samples, efficient gradient
descent, cross validation making random splits, and deployment perfor-
mance estimation from test data [35].

The success of applied ML may seem remarkable given that IID as-
sumptions typically fail in practice [36]. But extensive experience with
commercial applications of ML makes us speculate that the primary rea-
son ML appears robust under IID violations is most likely just use case
selection bias. In other words, use cases with more challenging require-
ments on sample dependencies or weaker distribution constraints are often
not commercially successful, and hence remain unreported. Similar issues
of task selection bias exist in academic benchmark design [14]. This bi-
ased success despite pervasive IID violations may explain why non-IID
ML remains, for now, relatively understudied. Conversely, IID relaxation
by robust NeSy methods has the potential to break out of this use case
selection bias and solve a much wider family of industrial problems.

NeSy goals are already closely tied to IID violation. Problems like
MNIST addition [27] and Visual Sudoku [30] pose classification of sample
elements as a subtask for each sample, as do CLEVR [24] and Hand
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Fig. 1: Hierarchy of FOL fragments and IID relaxations. Atom Conjunctions express
standard ML labeled datasets. Arrows indicate addition of logical operators resulting
in incremental weakening of IID assumptions. The variety of Guarded- and Fixed
Parameter Tractable language families and their combinations represent a spectrum:
each can define a notion of IID relaxation appropriate for their use case requirements
and will make corresponding demands on ML loss computations. Example formulae
are given in Appendix B.

Written Formula [25]. These are interesting as NeSy benchmarks precisely
because of the symbolic expression of their intra-sample dependencies:
dependencies among sub-elements of a single sample. But what is lacking
from these benchmarks and often present in real world use cases are inter-
sample dependencies: correlations between instead of within samples.

In our experience industrial use cases typically do not suffer from
a lack of available domain knowledge and the utility of symbolic ax-
ioms complementing labeled data can be very attractive. More than data
scarcity, the real challenge for AI in industry therefore happens at the
interface between training data and the abundance of background knowl-
edge. This asks for well defined NeSy methods that also treat inter -sample
dependencies as first-class citizens at the sub-symbolic learning level. See
Appendix A for a motivating use case from industry and Appendix C for
a brief overview of related work on non-IID ML.

3 IID Relaxation

NeSy image classification or object detection problems can be presented
as a knowledge graph of training samples plus a set of axioms. The graph
contains nodes for each sample image and for relevant objects occurring
inside images. Class labels and other metadata are encoded in unary pred-
icates on the graph, and sample relationships as links. See Appendix A.

Figure 1 shows a hierarchy of FOL fragment languages ordered by
inclusion. Starting with the smallest fragment at the bottom left, a stan-
dard mapping of ML inputs x ∈ Rd to labels y ∈ {0, 1}k can be expressed
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symbolically in a language LG of ground conjunctions of unary predicate
symbols Py applied to constants cx. This fragment is logically trivial, all
sentences are satisfiable, but sufficient for (multi-label) ML, compare [32].

Let Ground Solitary Fragments LG.Sol be extensions of LG with dis-
junction3 such that conjuncts in LG.Sol CNFs contain at most a single
constant, but possibly more than once. Note that LG.Sol languages main-
tain the ML Independence assumption because they are too weak to ex-
press constraints that condition the classification of any sample on that of
any other. On the other hand, disjunction does break the assumption of
Identical Distribution: ID implies a unique joint distribution and LG.Sol

can express more general constraints on the set of all joint distributions.

Extending LG.Sol with quantifiers moves up in Figure 1. Quantified
Solitary Fragments in LSol are such that under the scope of any quantifier
occur no constants and at most a single bound variable, but possibly more
than once. ML Independence is again maintained by quantified languages
in LSol but expressivity is now sufficient for decidable taxonomy axioms.

Solitary Fragments, ground or quantified, are an instance of the more
general idea of Fixed Parameter Tractability of keeping some parameter
p fixed to reduce the complexity [37]. Fixed Parameter Fragments (FPFs)
in Figure 1 include all FOL fragments that can be defined in this way.
For example, CNFs with clauses containing at most p different constants
reduces the complexity by fixing the number of clauses to be smaller or
equal to p. Other approaches by which useful FPFs may be defined can
be found in [19]. Fixed-Parameter Tractability of logics appears in [16].

Next, including relation symbolsRxy into the language brings Guarded
Fragments (GF) [1] into range. GFs are FOL fragments to which modal
languages can be translated, they can be computationally well-behaved,
and can express many useful properties of graphs [8]. Various useful
classes of structures can be defined by modal axioms, and GFs with con-
stants [11] and counting quantifiers [33] exits in the literature.

To the best of our knowledge, this way of analyzing the relaxation of
ML data assumptions in terms of expressive power of logical languages
offers a new perspective for Neurosymbolic research and the rich liter-
ature about Guarded Fragments and Fixed Parameter Tractability ac-
quires new relevance for the study of NeSy challenges. In fact, when a
customized logic is designed to exactly fit the background knowledge ex-
pressivity requirements of a NeSy use case the logic then characterizes
the corresponding notion of IID relaxation appropriate for that use case.

3 While relevant, a full treatment of negation falls outside the current scope.
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This in turn can drive the development of non-IID ML methods that are
tailored for said notion of IID relaxation.

A family of interesting candidates for this approach is represented
by Fragments just outside IID in the overlap of GFs and FPFs. These
fragments allow weak expressions of inter-sample dependencies and can
constrain the joint distribution to near-uniqueness. This would open up a
range of new use cases, but with gradual and manageable increase of com-
plexity. Think of bounded-horizon spatiotemporal use cases with small
domain distribution shifts. If sample-dependency aware ML methods de-
veloped for these fragments were shown empirically to outperform clas-
sical methods, or even outperform existing NeSy methods in terms of
generalization, robustness, or data efficiency, then the arguments of this
position paper would be validated. This in turn would lead to questions
as to how far this research agenda can be pushed.

Performance is, however, not the only motivation for this new research
agenda. Hierarchies of logics ordered by language inclusion are also ex-
cellent tools for the comparison of the NeSy use cases to which they
correspond and the methods aiming to solve them. Moreover, a language
hierarchy as in Figure 1 is a mostly syntactical affair, while expressivity
is concerned with interpreting a language on classes of model structures.
Categorizing NeSy challenges along model theoretic properties of their
underlying logics therefore provides yet another lens through which we
can analyse a use cases and the suitability of the applied NeSy formalism.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

We now discuss the consequences of these ideas, and summarize our re-
search agenda with a focus on dependency-aware loss functions and cat-
egorization of NeSy formalisms by means of logical expressivity.

Loss calculation — ML loss functions for IID data like cross-entropy
or maximum likelihood [35] sum over individual data samples under the
Independence assumption. Stochastic Gradient Descent [7] applies loss
to sample batches that can be selected randomly under the assumption
of Identical Distribution. Any ignored dependencies or non-unique distri-
butions that arise as result of IID violation will make these losses less
representative of the true probabilities. It is therefore natural that loss
function design for non-IID scenarios should be based on a logical analysis
of background knowledge, taking sample dependencies and distribution
constraints into account. In other words: known IID violations demand
adequate and logically informed IID relaxation by the loss function.
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Batch selection — A precondition for dependency-aware loss is that
batch loss should not depend on samples outside the batch. This can be
achieved by characterizing sample dependency relations in a Knowledge
Graph (section 3) and treating sample batches as subgraphs. A randomly
selected batch can then be expanded along graph links to the smallest
closure that contains it, splitting disconnected components into separate
batches. By invariance of modal satisfaction under generated submod-
els [6], batches will preserve modal truths of the full dataset. This sug-
gests batch selection followed by submodel generation can be a suitable
approach to dependency-aware loss for modal FOL fragments.

Truth definitions — Another possibility would be to directly trans-
late modal truth definitions into loss terms such that sample loss is a func-
tion of relational semantics in the Knowledge Graph, analogous to modal
truth defined by accessible states on the underlying modal frame [6]. To
tailor the design of loss functions to sample dependencies is a novel idea,
typically not mentioned in recent loss function surveys [12,42].

Model theory — More generally, fitting a logic to NeSy use case
requirements will point to a family of model theoretic invariance results,
and in turn to criteria for designing batch selection procedures and for
the definition of loss terms. This would enable a comparison of NeSy
formalisms along truly semantic lines of logical expressivity over classes
of structures, instead of the current syntactic approach by a hierarchy
of languages. NeSy use cases with sufficiently sparse dependency graphs,
or for which loss calculation can be otherwise heuristically bounded can
therefore point towards IID relaxations with tractable loss functions.

Conclusion — In this position paper we propose a new research
agenda to advance the idea that formal background knowledge about
distribution constraints and sample dependencies deserves to be a first-
class citizen in Neurosymbolic integration. Although the building blocks
already exist in the literature, pursuing this idea presents serious chal-
lenges, both theoretical and for system design, and can impact a range
of other ML routines including calculation of gradients, cross validation,
estimation of train-test shifts, and searching over distributions.

Acknowledgements: We extend our gratitude for time and resources provided by
BrainCreators, for critical academic discussions with Erman Acar, Frank van Harme-
len, Hanno Hildmann, and Rinke Hoekstra, and for work on the BrainCreators street-
light use case by Adem Günesen, Soroor Shekarizade, and Lucas Beerekamp. This
research was supported by Science Foundation Ireland, Grant no. 12/RC/2289 P2.
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Appendix

A Motivating Use Case: Streetlight Detection

Fig. 2: Dataset for a streetlight detection use case, a Knowledge Graph of inter -, and
intra-sample relations. Left: samples are consecutive images with bounding box object
annotations in red. Middle: top view diagram with overlapping samples taken at
regular intervals. Right: the resulting knowledge graph, black arrows represent intra-
sample spatial relationships, dotted arrows are inter-sample relationships of sample
contiguity, dotted blue lines denote shared membership of object equivalence classes.

For effective maintenance of streetlight systems the municipal databases
are required to hold accurate information about streetlight objects such as
armature type, state of operation and GPS location. Regular observation
by camera vehicles can be an attractive alternative to integration and
maintenance of multiple legacy database systems.

The deep learning object detection models typically used for this
task [43] operate under IID assumptions. However, it is evident that
sample Independence fails because (1) overlapping regions of two images
should have correlated object detection probabilities, and (2) objects are
known to be spaced at regular intervals and unlikely to be in proximity.

Training an object detection model without access to this information
runs several risks. It may be data inefficient given the known regularities
absent from its sample-based training data, e.g., it cannot exploit known
correlations between viewing angle and object appearance. As a result it
may generalize poorly, not being able to exploit explicit object equiva-
lence class relationships to learn object representations that are robust
for realistic variations of appearances.
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This use case illustrates one example of the potential for NeSy meth-
ods in industry. In addition to a set of background axioms, our NeSy
perspective on the dataset is shown in Figure 2: a knowledge graph of
nodes for data samples, inter -sample relations for sample neighborhood
relationships and object equivalence classes, and intra-sample relations
for object neighborhood relations within individual samples. The logic
only has access to node and object identities (constants), object class
labels (unary predicates), and object relations (binary predicates). ML
training can access vector data in the form of pixels or embeddings that
remain hidden from the logic.

B Example Formulae

The symbolic content of classical ML training data can be expressed in
a language LG of conjunctive ground atoms, with constants xi for input
data, unary predicates Pyj for output class labels, and the ∧ connective:

Py1(x1) ∧ Py2(x2) ∧ . . . Pym(xn) (1)

Solitary Fragments LSol are defined as extensions of LG with disjunction
such that conjuncts in LSol CNFs contain at most a single constant but
possibly more than once. This can express annotation ambivalence and
multi-label annotations.

(Py1(x1) ∨ Py2(x1)) ∧ (Py3(x2) ∨ Py4(x2)) ∧ . . . (2)

Predicates are loosely understood to represent label vectors and negation
and implication are implicitly assumed. Hence, Taxonomy Axioms are
universally quantified Solitary formulae and express label dependencies
but not sample dependencies:

∀x
[
(Py1(x) → Py2(x))

]
(3)

Guarded Fragments require binary relation symbols and can express sam-
ple dependencies, either mixing with constants at ground level or as modal
axioms about training data like spatiotemporal relationships.

∀x
[
Py1(x) → ∃y(Rxy ∧ Py2(y))

]
(4)

Propositional extension of LSol into Fixed-Parameter Fragments LFP can
be syntactical, like having at most 2 constants in each conjunct:

(Py1(x1) ∨ Py2(x1) ∨ Py2(x2)) ∧ (Py3(x3) ∨ Py4(x3) ∨ Py4(x4)) (5)
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And LFP includes languages with structural constraints on formula graphs
like the number of communities in a bipartite graph representation of the
CNF. An example combining syntactic and semantic constraints would
be 2-CNF expressions with at most some fixed number of models k.
Finally, quantified languages in LFP extend these ideas with universal
claims about label dependencies and training data structure. Overlap
with Guarded Fragments is possible.

C Non-IID Related Work

Some useful starters into non-IID ML can be found in [13]. Augmenting
feature vectors to capture hierarchical correlations between samples in im-
age data appears in [15]. Circumstances under which SVMs can perform
well on non-IID data are explained in [40].

Undirected graphs of spatiotemporal relations between images for bet-
ter feature transformation appear in [39]. Imputing missing regions in
masked MNIST images is done by modeling intra- and inter-sample de-
pendencies in [26]. An index for distribution shift is defined to quantify
shift between splits based on metadata in [21] and experimentally shown
to correlate with test error. The same index appears in [10] claiming cor-
relations invariant for distribution shift are more likely to be causal and
therefore robust to new environments. An in depth treatment of learning
robust representations under interventions in the causal data generation
process appears in [38].

That non-IID data and sample dependency in loss function design are
absent from the otherwise excellent surveys on loss functions appearing
in [12,42] is another indication of their understudied status.

Active research into non-IID data is ongoing in the field of Federated
Learning. See in particular the discussion of clustering and categorization
of skew types surveyed in [44]. Evaluating data skew based on deviations
of accuracy scores among clients is presented in [20]. The Client Selection
problem asks which clients to choose in each training round [17]. While
in Federated Learning this is primarily a problem of resource allocation
and privacy, relevant for us is the fact that clients represent different
training distributions. As such, heuristics for prioritizing clients based on
their statistical utility might be useful in a Neurosymbolic environment
to select one from many distributions that satisfy a given set of symbolic
constraints.
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